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2 Application Procedure

a. A printed READncl application form

(available online at: http://www.read.com.

tw/new/2005ILLApplication.doc) must be

filled out and sent to READncl.  

Fax to: 886-2-2395-7229, or

Mail to: Ms Tsui-lan Pan 

E-mail: sharonpan@tpe.hyweb.com.tw or

service@read.com.tw

Address: Industrial Technology Research

Institute of Taiwan, ROC 5F,

No.51, Sec. 2, Chongqing S. Rd.,

Zhongzheng District, Taipei City

100, Taiwan (ROC)

Contact Number: 886-2-2395-8355

b. Upon the approval of membership, an e-

mail with member account, access code,

date account is effective, and payment

method, will be sent to the applicant.

Online Book Donation Drive for

Disadvantaged Kids

The Ministry of Education (MOE) kicked off

an online book drive called "You Buy, I Donate"

on June 13, 2005, to collect books for

disadvantaged children living in remote areas. The

activity aims to narrow the urban-rural reading gap

and promote reading interest among young people

by encouraging the public to purchase books

online from a recommended list for donation. The

ministry hopes to collect 50,000 to 100,000 books. 

The Department of Elementary Education

under the MOE said that the activity is being held

in cooperation with online bookseller Books.com,

which has designated a special section on its

website (http://www.books.com.tw/) for people to

purchase discounted books for donation. The MOE

will distribute the donated volumes to children

living in remote areas. As part of the activity, 50

volunteers, including several well-known local

authors and celebrities, will give public readings

for kids in remote rural areas. (Chinese text

complied from Merit Times Daily News June 14,

2005)

Special Report

Professor Tsuen-hsuin Tsien Honored on His

95th Birthday*

In 2005, Professor Tsuen-hsuin Tsien turned

95 years old. He is a living witness to the history

of the Republic of China. He was born in the year

before the birth of the republic and grew up during

a tumultuous period through warlord rivalry and

the Sino-Japanese War. It was not until later in life

that he was able to continue his advanced studies

in America, earning his master’s and doctoral

degrees in library science at the University of

Chicago in l952 and l957, respectively. Prof. Tsien

devoted 50-plus years of his life to teaching library

science and promoting international cultural

exchange, and researching the history of Chinese

Books and Printing. His contributions to the library

world have earned him international academic

distinction, and many of his students have become

distinguished figures in the library, educational,

and research fields around the world.
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